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The stoic detective gets swayed by a beautiful young man!This is a hard-boiled erotic love story between Yajima, a serious detective, and Ryo, a mysterious young man. They first got involved in an unsolved murder case. Yajima considered Ryo a nuisance but when he cried in his arms, Yajima
could not resist to hold him. Tied up and dominated by his complicated past, can Ryo finally have a happy future with Yajima?"Crystal Harem" series revolves around the lustful relationship of Yajima and Ryo which frequently interrupted by the criminal happenings around them.
Hard-working finance employee Takashi Gojo didn’t earn the nickname “Fire Hawk” for nothing – he’s strong, tough, and fiercely passionate about his work, but that doesn’t stop things from heating up even more. Life gets complicated for Gojo after a steamy one night stand, or rather, the next
morning when he finds out that his mysteriously alluring partner was actually his new boss, Suichi Miyagi. Stumped and off his game, the question and paperwork start piling up for Gojo. Will he be able to get past Miyagi’s icy gaze and warn the man’s cold heart with his own fiery desire? Or
has the famous Fire Hawk finally been shot down?
The conclusion of the Naughty but Nice and Spicy but Sweet story! After being conned into living together with his perverted, split-personality teacher, Tomoya Wakasa, Kakeru Kibaf's innocent high school days were destroyed by constant, lecherous physical and sexual assaults. But with
graduation upcoming and Wakasa being rushed to the hospital after a dangerous incident, will Kakeru finally be able to shed his boyish uniform, man up, and progress into an adult relationship with his soon-to-be-former-teacher lover?!
Now that the inter-school tournament is over, Sou and the rest of the third years have retired. Kouichi and Katsura have been nominated as captain and assistant captain of the archery team and their first order of business is the spring training camp. But, with the inconsistencies in Katsura's
bow and heart, will the archery club really be okay?
Science Focus
An Angel's Temptation
Duklyon
Mahou no Sekai: World of Magic????????
Karl Pilkington’s third book, follow-up to bestselling The World of Karl Pilkington and Happyslapped by a Jellyfish,is a voyage through some of the most curious facts and fictions about our world. Drawing on what little he learned during his days of education, Karl explores the world of knowledge through a school
curriculum, with chapters devoted to biology, history, art, and English, among others, each topic approached with Karl’s inimitable combination of innocent wonder and down-to-earth wisdom. Full color throughout, the book is illustrated with Karl''s hand-drawn cartoons and comic strips and it features e-mail
contributions from a host of celebrities and experts who Karl has quizzed to further his knowledge. Read Karl’s blog at http://www.karlology.co.uk
Desire and destiny meet head-on in this sexy josei manga! Nobunaga won the genetic lottery and was born an alpha (a): his beauty, intelligence, and talent drive everyone wild with lust. Despite his seemingly perfect life, Nobunaga is unsatisfied–until he meets the woman of his dreams, who can sate his every desire.
Enjoy a taste of the supernatural in this Omegaverse tale about love, lust, and the power of attraction.
The epic autobiography of a manga master Acclaimed for his visionary short-story collections The Push Man and Other Stories, Abandon the Old in Tokyo, and Good-Bye--originally created nearly forty years ago, but just as resonant now as ever--the legendary Japanese cartoonist Yoshihiro Tatsumi has come to be
recognized in North America as a precursor of today's graphic novel movement. A Drifting Life is his monumental memoir eleven years in the making, beginning with his experiences as a child in Osaka, growing up as part of a country burdened by the shadows of World War II. Spanning fifteen years from August 1945 to
June 1960, Tatsumi's stand-in protagonist, Hiroshi, faces his father's financial burdens and his parents' failing marriage, his jealous brother's deteriorating health, and the innumerable pitfalls that await him in the competitive manga market of mid-twentieth-century Japan. He dreams of following in the
considerable footsteps of his idol, the manga artist Osamu Tezuka (Astro Boy, Apollo's Song, Ode to Kirihito, Buddha)--with whom Tatsumi eventually became a peer and, at times, a stylistic rival. As with his short-story collection, A Drifting Life is designed by Adrian Tomine.
Ririka Kirise's a style-savvy high school girl who's struggling to keep up in her chemistry class. Looking for some extra help, she opens the door to her teacher's office-breaking his magic barrier in the process! Unbeknownst to Ririka, Renji is actually a sorcerer...and Ririka has the makings of a sorceress
herself. Before she knows it, she's wrapped up in the world of witchcraft as Renji's apprentice-and getting into some sticky situations...
Thirsty for Love
After-School Bitchcraft, Vol. 1
Seven Shakespeares 2
Brother wears woman's clothes for his sister
My Sweet Home

Beautiful, smart, and kind Suzume Kikuo is perfect in every way, the girl of anyone's dreams. But when she asks out her socially awkward childhood friend Akane, his response is a shocker: "You're too perfect." What's a girl to do, except transform into a giant caterpillar and try, try again?
Orie Nakano's girlfriend is cheating on him with two other men! One is the mysteriously untouchable Tatsumi, and the other is the basketball-playing upperclassman that Orie idolizes. But things are far from being as simple as they seem, and now the three men are inevitably pulled towards each
other and bond together by their love for Yuka, which extends much farther than just the girl herself.
Shohei loves bunnies! He loves them so much he’s even taken to volunteering at a local pet shop. Store owner Mito is as sweet and kind as the fuzzy critters he cares for, and it’s not long before Shohei finds himself wanting to cuddle with him as much as the bunnies! But Shohei is hiding a
dangerous secret, one that makes this dream an unlikely reality. -- VIZ Media
When Rintarou asks Maria to accompany him to his family’s next party, it’s like something out of a dream. But as Maria’s feelings for him only grow stronger, she worries that Yokohama high society is no place for the daughter of a lowly Mayuzumi family helper. Can Maria overcome her selfdoubt and the class divide—especially when there’s a romantic rival who’s ever so eager to remind Maria of her station?
Rin! 2
Downfall
Grandad Mandela
Kinky But Kind
Dead Dead Demon’s Dededede Destruction
Super Mario Adventures, inspired by the bestselling Super Mario video game franchise, is a collection of comics that originally ran in Nintendo Power magazine in 1992-93. The peril-plagued Princess Toadstool is kidnapped by the diabolical deadbeat Bowser but super plumbers Mario and Luigi hatch a plan with their new friend Yoshi to rescue her. Are the Super Mario Bros’ plans a pipe dream? Can
they stop the Koopa King before he forces the Princess to be his bride?! Long out of print, this stunning, full-color graphic novel is now available once again!
DMC Color Chart for Diamond Painting Art. Chart 1 - DMC by numbers with colors, names, codes, and columns to glue leftover beads. (5d and 3d drills) Chart 2 - DMC by numbers with numbers and colors. Chart 3 - DMC by shades with numbers and colors. Chart 4 - DMC by numbers with colors, names, codes, and columns to glue leftover beads, with the beautiful background design. Log Book Organizer to track your 20 diamond painting projects with space for photos. This book has all the colors and numbers you need to keep track of your inventory. You get several charts, sorted by numbers or shades, to match colors and codes easily as required. Pages are single-sided, so you can cut off, use them separately, and share with friends. Features: Suitable for kids and adults. Professionally
bound so the pages won't fall out after a few weeks of use. Please, treat these charts as a guide only. The colors may vary slightly in reality because there are many drills manufacturers. It's a perfect gift idea for every diamond painting lovers. Don't delay. Buy now, and enjoy your diamond painting journey!
Living in Meiji era Japan, Maria must hide the blond hair and blue eyes she inherited from her father out of concern over discrimination. But when a boy named Rintarou learns her secret, he can't help but say something: "You're...like a mermaid..." A dazzling historical romance awaits!
Having been sentenced to 5 years in prison for dealing drugs, yakuza Kyousuke Sawaragi just wants to finish his sentence and start a nice normal life far away from his past. So after parole, when he literally runs into former cellmate Shuuya, he's in no hurry to renew their acquaintance. Fate seems to have other ideas though, having the yakuza and Shuuya repeatedly cross paths with him. Can he
really turn his back on all of it, especially if it holds out his one chance at finding true love? It's exciting romance as only the famed Saki Aida (S) can write it and Yugi Yamada (Close the Last Door) can draw it!
Super Mario Adventures
Manga Mutiny
Crystal Harem
Night of the Beasts
Ice Eagle, Fire Hawk
"...profoundly moving..." -Publishers Weekly Nelson Mandela’s two great-grandchildren ask their grandmother, Mandela’s youngest daughter, 15 questions about their grandad – the global icon of peace and forgiveness who spent 27 years in prison. They learn that he was a freedom fighter who put down his weapons for the sake of peace, and who then became the President of South Africa and a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, and
realise that they can continue his legacy in the world today. Seen through a child’s perspective, and authored jointly by Nelson Mandela's great-grandchildren and daughter, this amazing story is told as never before to celebrate what would have been Nelson's Mandela 100th birthday.
“In Yuni-san's country, everyone kisses the ones they love every day.” Yuni-san gave me my first kiss. I don't really understand young love or true love but I do know what it means to “like.”
Shouta, who's in love with his childhood friend Mei, hates Chika, who is a brother of Mei, because Chika always interferes with Shouta trying to confess his love to Mei. However, they accidentally have sex after the shocking news of Mei's new boyfriend…They try to forget the accident and now cooperate to break up Mei and her boyfriend, but one of their plans involves Chika disguising as a woman. Shouta cannot control the rising
feeling he has for Chika in woman's clothes, even though he doesn't look like Mei at all...
The old, shabby, and homeless Yakyou was about to end his life by sleeping naked in the middle of winter when cheeky Kiyoto suddenly appeared and brought him back to his huge mansion.“You have an amazing body, it will be a waste if you die,” said Kiyoto while sitting on the older guy.Like a heaven-sent angel, Kiyoto, the heir of conglomerate Kugumiya, has decided to pay all Yakyou’s debt to "own" his body.At first, Yakyou
only wanted to repay Kiyoto’s kindness by working as hard as his can for the Kugumiyas. But seeing how lonely Kiyoto is when battling the enemies who don't want him to be the heir, Yakyou starts to see him as more than just a benefactor... The main couple from "Where Night's Blackbird in His Sad Infamy Sings" will also have a significant appearance in this volume!
Secret XXX (Yaoi Manga)
Golden Japanesque: A Splendid Yokohama Romance, Vol. 2
Sayonara Game (Yaoi Manga)
.hack//Alcor
The Lady of Pharis

Shogo, a young man whose abusive childhood left him with a loathing of love, begins to see the virtues of love as he experiences love and loss repeatedly through the ages as a punishment from the gods.
In this fun, heated and imaginative fantasy set in an online gaming world ("School Library Journal"), Alcor focuses on a Twin Blade named Nanase who falls in love with Silabus.
I KILL GIANTS co-creator KEN NIIMURA (International Manga Award winner and Eisner nominee) brings a unique vision of life in Japan to the page in HENSHIN. The lives of a kid with peculiar superpowers, a lonely girl discovering herself in the big city, and a businessman on a long night out are some of the short stories included in this collection that will make you
laugh, and even maybe shed a tear. Explore Tokyo as youÍve never seen it before under NIIMURAÍs masterful and imaginative storytelling.
Arimura enlists the help of Yosuke—a younger baseball club teammate from his high school days—to tutor his little sister. Yosuke has always been rather brusque around Arimura, but to the older man’s surprise, he discovers Yosuke actually looks up to him. Could Yosuke’s admiration be masking something more? -- VIZ Media
Witchcraft, Magic & Alchemy
Bite Maker: The King’s Omega Vol. 1
Queen Is Busy
Karlology
Henshin
Selling copies is the only thing that matters. So what if your first series just ended and you have no idea how to start the next one, your marriage is breaking up, your pure love of manga has been destroyed by the cruel reality of the industry and nothing seems to fill the sucking void inside you... Find the secret combo for a new hit manga series and
everything will be okay. Right? -- VIZ Media
Kentaro and Takeshi, two freshmen collectively known as the Duklyon duo, face abnormal villans and it is up to Erii to bring Sukyabashi, who is on the evil side of the "mysterious beauty" to the lawful side.
Presents the first two books of the Old Testament in graphic novel format, describing the creation of the universe, the destruction of Sodom, and the exodus of the Jews from Egypt.
Introduces new Lodoss characters including the heroine, Flaus, a savage warrior fire maiden, who leaves her evil master to live a life of her own amid the demons and vampires of Lodoss.
Kaoru Kun
Hybrid Stardust (Yaoi / BL Manga)
DMC Color Chart Book and Diamond Painting Log for 20 Projects
Caterpillar Girl and Bad Texter Boy
A Drifting Life
Kaoru KunDigital Manga, Inc.
The Science Focus Second Edition is the complete science package for the teaching of the New South Wales Stage 4 and 5 Science Syllabus. The Science Focus Second Edition package retains the identified strengths of the highly successful First Edition and includes a number of new and exciting features, improvements and components. The innovative
Teacher Edition with CD allows a teacher to approach the teaching and learning of Science with confidence as it includes pages from the student book with wrap around teacher notes including answers, hints, strategies and teaching and assessment advice.
1526 AD—China is ruled by the Great Ming Empire. Though the empire flourishes, the winds of the new emperor’s political purge are sweeping over the land, and turmoil is brewing. With the decimation of her comrades, Shao Jun has become China’s last Assassin. After escaping to Europe, she has now returned alone to her homeland. Her purpose: vengeance!
-- VIZ Media
Prints, drawings, documents, and text illuminate the development of the occult sciences to the nineteenth century
Golden Japanesque: A Splendid Yokohama Romance, Vol. 1
A Broken Heart Ally (Yaoi Manga)
Apollo's Song
Saturn Apartments
2, teacher edition
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!--StartFragment--Earth has been abandoned as a nature preserve, and the human race now occupies the Ring System, a gigantic structure that surrounds the planet. Mitsu has just started working as a window washer, a dangerous job that five years earlier led to the loss of his father. As Mitsu struggles with being the new guy—making mistakes, struggling to keep up, handling petty workplace
resentments—he also discovers the simple pleasures of befriending his coworkers, enjoying time off and getting to know his absent father through the eyes of his colleagues. All of this is part of growing up in the cramped urban quarters of the Saturn Apartments.!--EndFragment-- -- VIZ Media
WHO NEEDS WHO The day of Karin’s reckoning has come, as she must confront her own demons and finish her centuries- long battle with Evangeline. But who is needed to finally settle these old scores? What’s more, this isn’t the only dark past that will come back to haunt the members of UQ HOLDER, as the lines between good and evil become more and more blurred. Amid the cosmic
clash of forces, the members of UQ HOLDER become further entangled with new contracts, new pactios, and all that comes with them. It’s both hard and easy to forget when you live so long…
The secrets of the world's great playwright in history further revealed. In Volume 2, history takes a definitive turn. What will Li's poetry bring to Lance and Worth, who have ambitions for great wealth? This volumes comes in a special, 520-page 2-in-1 edition.
Is he an angel... or a devil? Baron Ciel Angelucci will grant your wish - at a price. When one hapless antiques dealer breaks the Baron's seal, he is once more free to roam both time and space, bending reality to his will, finding lovers in women as well as men. Every wish comes at a price, and more often than not it's a gruesome one. In a gripping mix of horror and beauty, Milk Morizono &
Yuria Watanabe brings you four dark and sensual tales of the Baron.
Assassin’s Creed: Blade of Shao Jun, Vol. 1
Tired of Waiting for Love
UQ HOLDER! 19
Clamp School Defenders
Sugar Dog Life
The Japan Self-Defense Forces are still looking for a way to combat the alien threat, but so far conventional weapons have had no effect. Maybe it’s time to try something unconventional. Meanwhile, Kadode Koyama and her best friend avidly track the aliens’ movements on social media and less enthusiastically study for college entrance exams. When the
end of the world looms overhead, you learn to take things one step at a time. -- VIZ Media
Sakuraba is a college student, though you'd never know it, with his short height and baby face. Certainly police officer Amazawa thought Sakuraba was a minor, and nearly booked him for being out too late after he was returning from a drinking party. But there's something oddly familiar about him, and the two strike up an odd relationship...
Iasharia, a sovereign country where the most well-known all-girls magic academy resides; the Hiroko Magic Academy. Here is where humans with magic aptitude called Mages, attend for their studies in magic to pursue their dreams in becoming a graduated high-ranked Ivory Mage. Naomi Ishikawa, a noble-born girl from the renowned aristocracy family and
her best friend Yuki Fujita attend the academy to persevere in magic and graduated as the high-ranked Ivory Mage. Nevertheless, their academy life changed ever since a newly transferred student, Kizuki Izumi that was transferred into the academy on the first day of the new semester. His existence in the academy creates mixed atmosphere that puts the
academy into a new environment as he is the only and first boy ever to be enrolled in the academy, although boys are actually permitted to be enrolled since the academy establishment. Withal, the darkest forces of the land resurface, and Naomi, Yuki, and Kizuki find themselves caught up in their deleterious manoeuvres. Mahou no Sekai follows Naomi
Ishikawa, who is deeply committed in her magic studies, Yuki who has to deal with her best friend’s temper towards certain events, and Kizuki whom there is something more than meets the eye. What secrets from the past they can delve into, and what craziness awaits them in the future?
When Aria, who has the reputation of being the toughest girl in high school, meets Sakura, a man possessed by a six-hundred-year-old demon, she discovers that her touch is the only thing that neutralizes the demon in him.
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